Motion planning for merging scenarios accounting for measurement and prediction uncertainties is a major challenge on the way to autonomous driving. Classical methods subdivide the motion planning into behavior and trajectory planning, thus narrowing down the solution set. Hence, in complex merging scenarios, no suitable solution might be found. In this work, we present a planning scheme that solves behavior and trajectory planning together by exploring all possible decision options. A safety strategy is implemented and the risk of violating a safety constraint is minimized as well as the jerk to feature a risk and comfort optimal trajectory. To mitigate the injection of noise into the actual trajectory, a new analytical trajectory generation method is derived and its optimality is proven. The decision capability is evaluated through Monte-Carlo simulation. Furthermore, the calculation time is evaluated showing the real-time capability of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning for merging scenarios is a major challenge on the way to autonomous driving. Accident statistics [1] suggest that even among human drivers, intersection scenarios are challenging: other vehicles have to be predicted, which inherently comes with uncertainties that need to be accounted for, the possible decisions need to be explored, and a decision has to be made for the most suitable option including an adequate timing. For a technical system, all of this has to be performed with high reliability under strict real-time constraints.
Classical approaches subdevide the problem into behavior planning and trajectory planning and solve the problems individually [2] . However, due to the missing feedback, the possible trajectories have to be restricted, e.g. by preplanned trajectories [3] to maintain feasibility for the consequent trajectory planner [4] . In turn, Partially Obeservable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)-based or similar methods use reinforcement learning [5] or related methods [4] to holistically solve the motion planning problem by learning an appropriate control law.
We address the problem with a sampling-based planning scheme that explores the available merging options in terms of target states including the respective arrival time. Uncertainties are modeled in a probabilistic way and the residual risk of violating a safety constraint is minimized as it is *This work was financially supported by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy of Germany within the program "Highly and Fully Automated Driving in Demanding Driving Situations" (project MEC-View, grant number 19A16010I). 1 Johannes Müller and Michael Buchholz are with the Institute of Measurement, Control and Microtechnology, Ulm University, D-89081 Ulm, Germany {johannes-christian.mueller, michael.buchholz}@uni-ulm.de accounted for in the overall cost function. The ego state is connected with the target states using a new analytical time-weighted jerk optimal trajectory generation method that mitigates the injection of noise into the actual trajectory. For the trajectory generation method, optimality with respect to the problem formulation is proven. During the exploration, a constraint check is directly applied to all solution candidates guaranteeing feasibility. Furthermore, a fail-safe strategy is implemented for all possible solutions, thus, in case no feasible solution is available at all, the vehicle can still be transfered into a safe state at reduced passengers' comfort. From all valid options, the globally optimal solution is chosen. Thus, the motion planning scheme holistically decides for the ego vehicle's tactical behavior, the timing, and the corresponding trajectory.
The contributions of this paper are twofold: First, we present a new planning scheme that holistically considers multiple options, accounts for uncertainties by calculating the residual risk of violating a safety constraint, and optimizes for this risk as well as for the passengers' comfort by minimizing risk and jerk. Secondly, we derive a new analytical trajectory generation method that creates time-weighted jerk optimal trajectories. We show that the resulting trajectories are optimal with respect to the problem formulation and demonstrate its benefits through simulation. We further evaluate the merging decisions of the planning scheme through Monte-Carlo simulation showing its ability to find reasonable decisions. Finally, we evaluate the calculation time showing good real-time capability of the method.
A. Related Work
The related work can be roughly classified in four categories: the classical approaches, the set-based methods, the approaches based on Markov decision processes, and the communication-based approaches.
The latter show very promising results, in particular, as the other vehicle's intent and future trajectory do not need to be estimated, but are communicated to or even negotiated with the ego vehicle. However, it is assumed that the vehicles are interconnected, which is not the case for current mixed traffic. We refer to the surveys [6] and [7] for details about this category.
Classical approaches that subdivide the motion planning into behavior and trajectory planning [2] have the advantage of good computational tractability and modularity [4] . However, through the neglected feedback, the set of solution is reduced. Thus, in difficult planning situations, no solution can be found [4] . Recent examples for the classical approach which account for uncertainties are [8] and [3] .
Set-based methods, e.g. [9] or [10] , are mainly developed by the research group around Althoff and focus on the safety aspect trying to give guarantees that the intended maneuver is safe. The drawback of these methods is that they tend to be overly conservative. Thus, in dense traffic and a highly uncertain environment, these methods are likely to yield no suitable solution.
Finally, approaches based on Markov Decision Processes use learning data and mostly reinforcement learning [5] or related methods [4] to learn an appropriate control law guiding the ego vehicle through the merging scenario. The approaches of this category holistically solve the problem, inherently accounting for uncertainties. Given the appropriate learning data, the same method can be used for different traffic scenarios. However, lots of learning data is necessary to learn the appropriate control law. Furthermore, these methods suffer from a high computational complexity, thus approximate solutions have to be found. Thus, due to an abstraction of goals and states, these works perform "utmost worse" [11] compared to classical approaches. Further works from this field are, e.g., [12] or [13] .
In contrast to [4] , we consider the interaction between other road users and the ego vehicle as a constraint, i.e. the trajectory is optimized, besides for the jerk, only for the risk of violating these constraints. Thus, we argue that for our problem formulation, the prediction of the other road users is only loosely coupled with the planning and separating prediction and planning thus results in an insignificant reduction of planning accuracy. However, due to the decoupling, the computational complexity is reduced.
II. PLANNING SCHEME
In this section, the planning scheme is presented. Starting from a brief description of our automated vehicle, the problem formulation is given, followed by an overview on the algorithm. Finally, the algorithm steps are explained in detail.
Our goal is to find a safe merging trajectory T that takes measurement and prediction uncertainty into account, minimizes the residual risk of getting into a dangerous situation, and maximizes the comfort of the passengers. As we consider merging scenarios on streets, i.e. in highly structured environments, we reduce the planning problem to 1D by path velocity decomposition, which is a common strategy [2] , [4] . By using path velocity decomposition, the planning is abstracted from the geometry of the merging scenario. Thus, our approach can be applied to various merging scenarios such as ramp merging in a high way scenario, merging at a narrowing, or merging into an unsignalized urban yield intersection. In this work, however, for the sake of clear and intuitive explanation, we focus on the scenario of merging into an unsignalized urban yield intersection. We furthermore assume that no other vehicle is between the ego vehicle and the merging point blocking the ego vehicle from merging freely into a traffic gap on the main road.
A. Automated Vehicle Architecture
The architecture of our automated vehicle, i.e. the ego vehicle, basically consists of four layers: the sensors measure the vehicle's environment, the perception layer processes this information and summarizes it in the environment model. This, in turn, is handed over to the motion planning module. The motion planning module is subdevided into a a prediction module that features predictions to the current objects P o in the object list L o , and planning scheme, which is addressed in this work. The trajectory generated by the motion planning module finally is passed to a subordinate control layer that stabilizes the vehicle on the road and controls the correct execution of the motion plan through the actuators. The environmental model can optionally be enriched by extern cooperative information that is communicated to the ego vehicle through Vehicle-to-Anything (V2X) communication. Figure 1 illustrates the traffic scenario [14] we are focusing on: The ego vehicle is approaching an intersection from a minor road while two other vehicles, V a and V b , approach the intersection from the main road having right of way. For the scenario, our goal is to merge either before the first car V a , into the traffic gap between V a and V b , or behind V b . If all of these options are impossible for the given traffic situation, the ego vehicle should yield at the yield line. To generate safe trajectories, we settle upon Pek et al. [9] , who introduced the concepts Point of No Return (PNR) and Point of Guaranteed Arrival (PGA): the PNR is the state x(t PNR ) ∈ T at time t PNR , where returning to a state within the initial set of safe states is ultimately possible. In our case, this set of safe states only contains x safe = [s yield , v = 0, a = 0] T , where s yield is the position of the yield line, v is the velocity and a the acceleration. Thus, the PNRs can be directly calculated from v(t P N R ) by
B. Problem Formulation
where b max is the maximum acceptable deceleration. The failsafe strategy then is to break with constant deceleration b ≤ b max until the ego vehicle comes to a full stop at s yield . Therefore, the existence of a fail-safe trajectory is guaranteed before the PNR. In contrast, for the safety-critical passageway between PNR and PGA, no fail-safe trajectory exists. Thus, the ego vehicle can only decide to pass the PNR when the remaining planning risk is sufficiently low. For the safety-critical passageway, the planning problem then is reduced to reactive planning only. In contrast, the PGA is a state x(t PGA ) ∈ T at time t PGA , where the safe arrival in the goal state can be guaranteed by a suitable controller. Thus, the PGA is a suitable state to handover control to another planning module. For merging scenarios, a PGA has to fulfill the following properties:
1) The ego vehicle is positioned on the lane it merged in.
2) The speed of the ego vehicle is matched to the speed of the vehicle directly ahead or to the free driving target speed, respectively. Thus, reactive maneuvers of a car following the ego vehicle can be considered traffic related rather than a direct consequence of the merging.
3) The safety distances must be respected. A situation
where the ego vehicle is in violation of the safety distances is considered dangerous. Mathematically, the safety distances can be expressed as
with the estimated velocitiesv Va ,v V b , the safety time t safety , the safety margin s margin = 2 m, the PGA's position s PGA , and the vehicle lengths l Va and l V b . A commonly chosen criterion for comfort is the jerk, where a small jerk yields a high passenger comfort. Thus, the overall problem for one planning option defined by one pair of PNR and PGA can be formulated as
In (2), u * is the optimal input u, in this case the jerk, J is the cost function, t f the time when the ego vehicle is supposed to reach the PGA in this planning option (i.e. the optimization horizon), w risk,Va and w risk,V b are the weights for the residual risks p("V a dangerous"|t f ) and p("V b dangerous"|t f ) of getting into a dangerous situation due to the vehicle ahead (V a ) or behind (V b ), respectively, given t f . In essence, w risk,Va and w risk,V b are parameters that adjust how conservative the vehicle should decide whether to merge or not. For this work, these design parameters are chosen as w risk,Va = 20 and w risk,V b = 50. Furthermore, x ego is the ego state consisting of the ego position s ego , the ego velocity v ego , and the ego acceleration a ego . The states are constrained with minimum and maximum acceleration a min , a max as well as the maximum velocity v max , while the residual risks are constrained by the maximum accepted residual risk p residual, max . The initial value is the current ego position x ego,0 , while the target state x(t f ) is the position s f at final velocity v f and zero acceleration. For planning options where the ego vehicle merges before the first vehicle, s f = s PGA is the PGA position, while v f = v max is the target velocity of the map. For merging into the gap between two vehicles, the target velocity v f = v Va is equal to the velocity of the vehicle ahead. Finally, the option comfortably yielding at the yield line has the final state x f = x safe . Note that although both, comfortably yielding and the fail-safe strategy result in the same final state, the fail-safe solution space is significantly bigger, as passenger's comfort is completely disregarded.
C. Algorithm Overview
The key idea behind the presented planning scheme is to first determine possible target states that fulfill the PGA properties (see Section II-B) with sufficiently high probability and then plan to the respective target states. From all calculated trajectories, the trajectory with minimal costs according to (2) is chosen. If the primary target of merging cannot be reached, i.e. no valid trajectory is found, a trajectory to the yield line is planned. If still no valid trajectory can be found, the fail-safe strategy is applied. Algorithm 1 presents the big picture of the planning scheme, while the respective functions are explained in detail in the following sections. if isValid(T )== FALSE then if isValid(T ) then 
Algorithm 1 Planning Scheme

D. Preprocessing and Prediction
The motion planning module takes as input the object list L o from the ego vehicle's environmental model, which is generated by the prior perception module of the ego vehicle. From this object list, first of all, the relevant road users are selected by associating the road users with the lanes from the local digital map M local . Then, road users on lanes irrelevant to the ego vehicle's intended driving maneuver are removed from L o . The remaining relevant road users then are projected onto the lanes to reduce the prediction problem to 1D. Finally, the list of relevant road users is sorted with respect to their distance to the merging point. This results in the preprocessed list of road usersL o .
As for this paper we focus in planning, we use a prediction as simple as a Kalman filter with underlying constant velocity model and show that our planning scheme still works. The result of the prediction is represented in a very general way as tuple (x, σ 11 σ 12 σ 21 σ 22 ), wherex is the estimated state and σ 11 , σ 12 , σ 21 , σ 22 are its corresponding covariances. Thus, more elaborate prediction mechanisms can easily interface with our planning scheme.
E. Evaluation of Merging Options
The basic idea behind this step is to sample PGAs between the vehicles driving along the main road over time to find suitable merging options. Thus, it is iterated throughL o , and two objects o i , o i+1 as well as their corresponding predictions P oi , P oi+1 are selected each iteration. Then, within P oi , i.e. the predictions of the vehicle ahead, the smallest time t f,0 is searched where
fulfills the constraint (2e). Hereby, Φ(·) is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function [15] . From t f,0 , the target states are sampled over time until the constraint (2f) with
is not fulfilled anymore. After all iterations, this leads to the set of target point candidates velocity v goal = v max (see Section II-B). Furthermore, the search direction is reverted. Thus, the time t f,end is searched for which the constraint (2f) is ultimately fulfilled. From t f,end , target state candidates are sampled over time until no valid trajectory is found anymore due to the dynamic constraints (2d). Note that due to the optimization for the jerk, the resulting trajectory is expected to be sufficiently smooth so that constraint violations in between two sampling points can be neglected. This creates the trajectory family from which the optimal trajectory T * can be selected by evaluating the cost (2b).
F. Calculating Trajectory to Gently Stop at Yield
If the traffic situation does not permit to merge, the evaluation of merging options will return no valid trajectory. In this case, a comfortable trajectory is planned to stop at the yield line. Hence, the target state is x(t f ) = [s yield , 0, 0] T . As for yielding the target state is static, a solely jerk optimal trajectory is planned as described in [16] . Once x ego = x(t f ), the merging problem is simplified to the problem formulation descirbed by Puphal et al. [3] and can be solved accordingly.
G. Application to the Actuators
After the merging options are evaluated, the optimal trajectory T * is applied to the actuators. If, however, neither a valid trajectory for merging, nor a trajectory to comfortably stop at the yield line is found, the fail-safe strategy is applied. This means that the ego vehicle breaks with deceleration b ≤ b max to get to a full stop at the yield line.
As the planning scheme is based on path-velocity decomposition, the optimal trajectory T * is passed to a subordinate control structure that can be realized, e.g. according to the approach of Graf et al. [17] .
III. TRAJECTORY GENERATION
In literature, the jerk is frequently used as criterion for passenger comfort, i.e. low jerk corresponds to high passenger comfort. Hence, it comes naturally to one's mind to directly calculate the jerk-optimal trajectory as proposed by Werling et al. [16] . However, in a noisy environment, where the target state jumps between the time steps due to drastic changes in the predicted target states, the re-planning might still introduce a lot of jerk into the actual trajectory. To mitigate this effect, we introduce a time weight w t into the objective functioñ
Thus, control actions in the near future, which are highly likely to be actually applied to the system, are weighted stronger than control actions that are far into the future and might change due to re-planning. We demonstrate this effect in Section III-B, while the analytical solution to the minimization of (6) is derived in Section III-A.
A. Time Weighted Jerk Optimal Solution Theorem 1 (Time-Weighted Jerk Optimal Trajectory): The trajectory
T :
solves the optimal control problem u * (t) = arg min
whereJ is defined according to (6) . As β is a function of the coefficients α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 , the coefficients are uniquely determined through x(0) = x 0 and x(t f ) = x f .
Proof: Using the Hamiltonian formulation [18] , the Hamilton function to (8) is given by
Thus, the conjugate states can be calculated bẏ
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ∈ R are integration constants. With the second Hamiltonian equation, the input is calculated:
Then, a polynomial long division is applied to (11) , yielding
where β is a function of c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 . Finally, integrating the remaining Hamiltonian differential equatioṅ
eq. (7) (13) with respect to t and substituting α 1 =α 1 60 , α 2 =α 2 12 , α 3 = α3 6 , α 4 =α 4 2 , α 5 =α 5 , α 6 =α 6 then yields the result (7) .
Remark: In order to solve (7) such that x(0) = x 0 and x(t f ) = x f , we first solve the set of equations in terms of α 1...6 , β, x(0) = x 0 and x(t f ) = x f which yields an under-determined yet linear set of equations. We solve this linear set of equations for α 1...6 in dependence of β as free variable. Then, we express the integration constants c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 in terms of α 1 , α 2 and α 3 . Thus, β can be determined through the relation
α 1 , α 2 and α 3 in turn can be expressed as functions of x 0 , x f and β, thus β can be determined depending on x 0 and x f only. We omit them here, while these can be calculated easily by use of a computer algebra system, e.g. MATLAB Symbolic Toolbox [19] .
B. Comparison with Jerk Optimal Solution
In this section, the time-weighted jerk optimal trajectories are compared with the jerk optimal trajectories corresponding to w = 1. Figure 2 shows the time-weighted trajectory in direct comparison with the jerk optimal trajectory for a single shot planning. It can be seen that the jerk for the time-weighted trajectory is smaller at first, but higher close to t f . This is the expected behavior. In the next step, noise is added to the target state (see Fig. 3 ) and the actual trajectories are compared (see Fig. 4 ). It shows that the bumps in the jerk resulting from the replanning are smaller in the actual trajectory with time weighting as compared to the trajectory without time weighting. Note that for t > 7.44 s, the target state is locked and the remaining trajectory is planned solely jerk-optimal. This corresponds to the situation in the PNR, where time weighting is not useful any longer, as the trajectory is locked and no re-planning takes place until the PGA is reached.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In order to show the capabilities of our proposed planning scheme, we evaluate it through Monte-Carlo simulation. Our goal is to show the decision making capabilities of our approach and its ability to efficiently merge into sufficiently wide traffic gaps in various traffic situation for the scenario of an unsignalized intersection as described in Section II-B. Furthermore, we want to demonstrate its real-time capability. The traffic situation is based on the pilot side described in [14] and the parameters of the simulation are based on observations from the real traffic at that intersection.
Through the Monte-Carlo simulation, the trajectories of the two oncoming vehicles are modeled with the intelligent driver model (IDM) [20] . In order to account for variations in the driving behavior, Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of σ a = 0.25 m s 2 is added to the IDM acceleration in each sampling point individually. The other vehicles' dynamics are modeled in 1D as a double integrator assuming Figure 5 exemplarily shows the other vehicles' trajectories for one Monte-Carlo simulation run.
For the ego vehicle, the starting position is always the same and chosen such that mostly only the two merging options merging before first vehicle and merging into gap between the vehicles are possible. If the ego vehicle decides to merge behind the second car, this is counted as merging into gap between the vehicles, as the last vehicle spans a gap between its back and the end of sight. If merging is impossible, the ego vehicle has to yield at the yield line. The initial velocity of the ego vehicle is varied randomly within the interval [ 25 3.6 , 35 3.6 ] m s . The initial traffic gap size is swept from 30 m to 65 m in Figure 6 shows the statistics on the merging decisions as function of the traffic gap size for different parameters of w t . In order to keep comparability, the trajectories of the other vehicles for different choices of w t are kept the same. It shows that for small values of w t , the planning is less defensive, hence, merging is possible more often, but the fail-safe strategy has to be applied more often as well. Small values of w t are preferable to achieve a high probability p gap to merge into a traffic gap, while, as shown in Section III-B, small values of w t result in more bumpy trajectories.
A. Evaluation of Planning Decisions
The probability of merging before the first car p before is nearly constant, thus it shows that p before is independent of w t and the gap size. Furthermore, it shows that p fail-safe stabilizes at about 10%. This can be explained as there is an area in the state space, where the ego vehicle does not find a jerk optimal trajectory to the yield line anymore, while it is still far away from the PNR. If in such a situation V b accelerates so that the traffic gap between V a and V b is predicted to close, the vehicle has to apply the fail-safe strategy. Note, however, that the average applied fail-safe deceleration was b avg, fail-safe = 3.14 m s 2 , while the maximum applied deceleration was b avg, fail-safe = 3.7 m s 2 . For validation, all simulated trajectories, in total several 10000, have been checked for collisions. According to the test, none of the simulated trajectories showed any collision. 
B. Evaluation of Real-Time Capability
Averaging over all Monte-Carlo simulations, on an Intel Xeon E5-1630v4 processor our planning scheme yields an average calculation time of 2.8 ms for merging before V a , 3.5 ms for merging into the gap, and 16.0 ms for gently stopping at the yield line. Gently stopping has the highest calculation time, as the stopping trajectory is calculated after the merging options have been explored. All calculation times are far below 100 ms, hence the planning scheme can be considered real-time capable.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a new planning scheme for merging scenarios was presented that considers multiple merging options, minimizes the risk to end up in a dangerous situation and optimizes for the passenger's comfort. To mitigate the effect of uncertain target states, an analytical solution for generating time-weighted jerk optimal trajectories was derived and its benefits were demonstrated in simulation. Furthermore, simulations showed that the planning scheme is real-time capable and able to find reasonable planning decisions.
In future work, we want to implement the planning scheme on our automated vehicle to validate our results through experiment.
